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1. FOREWORD
This is the final report on Phase II of the research work performed by the Spacecraft
Department of the General Electric Company with assistance from the Space Sciences
Laboratory a_d sponsored by the Jet Propulsiol_ Laboratory of the California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, California, under Contract No. 950564 (subcontract under NASA
Contract NAS 7-100). Mr. Russell McFarland, Jr. was the project engineer.
The objective of the contract was to develop and test structural elements which have high
specific mechanical imoact energy absorptio,l and low electric attenuation in the (S-ba,_d)
radio frequency range.
The first phase of the contract was initiated on June 5, 1963, and concluded on March 16,
1964. Work covering that phase was reported in"RF Transparent, Energy Absorbing
Structural Elements, Phase I, Final Report," Document No. 64SD565, dated March 16,
1964. The second phase was initiated on Mar_h 17, 1963, and concluded on August 17,
1964. Work accomplished during this phase is described in this report.
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2. ABSTRACT
This is the final report of Phase II of a project for the development and testing of energy
absorbing, structural elements having high specific energy absorption and low dielectric
constant and loss tangent. The design objective was to improve the mechanical properties
of the material developed in Phase I, to determiae the effect of angular impact on the
material, and to establish the manufacturing limitations in forming the developed material
to singly and doubly curved contours. Details of the design, fabrication, testing, and
perform3.nce of the system are included.
/
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3 KNIRODUCT_ON
The probabi!ity of _ ....... ,_:fft _ '.;/_ ,,-n ,.h.._ :-.lr._:_:t _ _.., t}-.:: ,_. ,,.::
. ,:.,.=_t_._ .a:-: _, ........ s: the planets has
spurre.J tr, e devclot)mc::t '); .n.;_-: _i_,..... :'::,t .... , ,t. , _;,_i. "i/ n'_,tel l¢ls. Since weight ls
a.,]ovel ._ridi']_7 r, -,.,,q= -. ,, :._-:_fcr_,a!C.,h.,: ..... .:.'.i.,t :.2:'. _lC,:t "._ .:-: <_*._-_,::: _!_ ,tt.".(l._Yacy Cf _<_h a .......... i.$
asdl;ly deti,:ed ,:J ", .... " .....
.c.l.,_ "', :.L FJ6Z:Ik,. L...-'i_'/ .0a"./:.L.,_A, ,_._".Cl: iE I}'.[ 7I!)',;hk.'2".,;._.] :mpact
energy,,,' .v,.,,, ; -.+ " ..... }" _-h,: ......a_,ov.:_._;.,., '._i,'_.,{_.< .. ..... (_)G_,:: ',;.-}ii:,}.t ,. _;.{-. :7:i',,.z. Z .1'J:,,2, i"l!ig. _:_{[].](....eil!._ _!t_i6:lL[o
Hov. ever, i_ the p:-tn-,_:y t:,',-,'-._`.._._._ c.f "<_.. ::.<'tqv _L._::: S:.._= :,tr__=t.u:_.l :'.,:,n_pene;',t is ¢.on-,
:!dt_ ed, which is., '._......_ _ ......_ ..._ _-_..__e-_, :',:.:.,e!:._ - It':..", .-_,-_.__....: ........._.._,-_;.). tZe ,..(-k:cl_ p:tyload, it
beco.:_e_ obvious q:a_-_.._thls dvf,n:tlc,:: :.i ,:if} ._en:.. j 127 i+_:c'-5..._s l:_ufilcieut h_,orde_ to
miui,r,-.e e igayio:_d :[E'::eldr _'i:'nS...... , *_'--.:.}.. ::l _.-"'.. .......... i:::;: .',. _,_ ,.__ ".i-: e_i::<V_ ab::o:t._, :ihculd
be a._ fiat as !;os_it:te. _,:o:-e::we/', _ts e!a.: :.a._v 5:.c_,..:7._ ;:..:;)o.::.J) ene: g:- sh:,uld }3_
at q remit.ram. ;_._this _ea..,_t-"o"","-+e:._ "<...........:c_-- ,,:4, w-t::" if. s-,_ ,_... _mmh_ : 7-;.¢Q7_:c _-_:__g),._... abso: ptton,
it 54C6_][Z_5 F/,I&I:t_TG-;y *_,.- _,'C-SGI-:9 ult'2_b., :_;Z _-g_: ..................."% "- a : r _--'_:_a .... v.-; '..........: 5;._--;_ _1_,
pos_lb_-_.. !his <qtroduces ' _ ......... .... _ .....
mt'gri_! zb:c:<nes: Lef:.,-_: zz, q <_te: -.:<':':./, .:'_, .i :_ .}" t::_: b/ _7.' : :_::Kn&Ee
<.e_ -.ii!c :,;.. ,,ata-.e a_:d t:,cs a:e ,:at #_,.... ....,::>....... , t.. , _::.a {:5..aen. ) (i{_) • a::_--_._issiOno A
nct_bie except:an is balsa wood wh_:h, ecv,.._¢ez, su:i__r.s tzom ,.,_.,:-:,n, ,fortuity and t.he
fact that its phy_tcal parameters can heir,he., oe closely controlled nor arbitrarily varied.
If property variation a..'_l control are desired, .me use of ma_erlals whch are generated by
na_arai growti; _s vir_mily .'-aled out,
&s a ru]_) uniaxia). {er.._lie ol co-mp_.SSlVe _ ._,.::n_t ._.._Sdl,:_.a a _ -h P,:/,tt_r Oi co_l se whsn
,.ollsia_i i,,g _h_3 a:Z:O:-g _,f/ 3. , .:-:,, .-1,';1: _! :..::.:.: - : _._. ti::',.:_'_e:::, it e_ obvious that ._u{h
a lc,_di;.: I <.o:,d_ttor. ;,,5_ d __-._,'._ :,z,,: : {;,: { 0211<,_7 .e:-_.: (._ pl.r._-t_x_, i..i:act, The dl:-ectto.,:
o: the t,:lo:.,ty vec.:o,. ,-.. t e !k-tj_::; ,._:.,2 .. _.u2 . ::"gee: t_ t.h_ 4_ :.:hi may ch£,:ge durb_
impact, ol {h_s. di:g-tlcq m.:.y ;._c ._.;.kao:.r, r):_:.t :3 :: ic_: _. i-:, f'.: :;xanqsle, d_::'::;g ,,,..tt-,d
iT'ai:;_.ct on ,m :nch:-,ed s=.i3cc. It L'; ,'_.,:_: .-:.:e<: :::::o-'._ ,:._::::g the develecn_e,,tph_:.c of
impact energy =,?:scrb:ng eit_- e:.ts ta c./.s. ::.-<: -'.h_ - ::A:c<J:. ty c_ f:uch ._!en:ents ts cthez
D_:: u:n-diz sctional impact,
A prl.m_r_ rs4utsile Iur th< ! ,,e.t.,g_n_c'_t ; __.4 : :,.:c_l _,. :<_t " .ez(, .:J ,s:i:t;,_ eh-..me,,t_.,
which i_".: transparent to RT t_ a:-sn;_._¢:;n, :g u::..'_ .h,,,: is :'ct st:" !;iy a ." _.t::; :{1__ de, ,lop
n:ent pzchlen:: the _ppticat__= : of tlze ,ua:::: ,<! :o st.. '.ct._..i <.le_.:+x:ts -_r:d : cmp,)nents _s
paramount. If _ h-gh!y eh:c>-::t :::ateetal w_re d,-:a.'.:,:eti _,i:ict turned out to be extremely
difli_u!t tc 'n:_::utaitu:e :;: wi.: :h :(.:u'._ o::..y ::i ::.._n_i : : .:_: <:1 >'_ :errata {,h_pes, t.h_ value
of such £ d{-_iocment w,o_!d ).,_5:--dr}y T_)c_- :"-'-h). r ¢_z ;f "::a::._f&:tare is, tbe_etole,
a consider._ttor.. ;.vhlch 5.,t,-_.P.:I net _,:: :t{:ts: :: t'._: :_ :he tl_;ve.'.opmd:nt ph._._,[.
7
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4. SLJMMARY
A design, manufa,'t_:'i:-_g,and test program was carried out for the continued development
of glass cloth rei_t_erced, plastic hop.e?corn}*material for use as radlo frequency (RF)
trar.._parent, imI,_'ctenergy ab_orb_-ng, structure.)e_ements suitable for use in lunar or
planetary landm_ _ehic!es.
At the present stage of development the_ _a,._}:ill_s a more efficient impact energy absorber
than balsa wood, transparent to RF transmission, readily and cheaply available, and has
properties which can be custom tailored to _-ich specilic apphcation, In view of the success
of the development undertaken thus far, additional work should be pursued on
a. determining the behavior at high and low temperatures likely to be encountered
during lunar or planetary landings.
b, improving the adhesive bond strength.
c, fabrxcatm_ singly and doubly curved honeycomb panels by a new process
:ec_n,.!y deve!oped outside the scope of this contract,
,l :_,_.l_atlngthe strengthened interlaminary bond and the new honeycomb by
pe_ forming _.ng_lar impact test,
,_ ,._'a!_'itmgthe effect of the mechanical properties of the landing surfaces on the
oeh._v:or of this material, particularly under angular impact.
Testing of various glass cloth reinforced, plastic honeycomb designs during Phase I of this
contract established the following facts concerning this material.
a, No ef£ect ef impact velocity on energy absorption was observed.
b. The primary contributor to energy absorption is the resin and not the glass.
c. The honeycomb elements developed have very low R F attenuation rates.
do '.:'-creases ol specific energy with increasing density were observed throughout
th_ range tested,
The three investigations carried out du_ing the present Phase II of the program were the
determination of (1) optimum densities fur honeycombs of three different size cells, (2)
the effect of angular impact on energy absorption properties, and (3) the manufacturing
limitations in forming the .,v,aterml into singly and doubly curved surfaces.
In the study of optimum densities, it was found that a 3/16 inch cell glass reinforced
phenolic resin honeycomb havin_ a density of 11 lb/cu-ft is optimum and yields an energy
absorption value of 24,000 ft-lb/lb, the optimum densities for larger cell sizes were
found to yield lower specific energy absorption values. The stroke efficiency decreases
somewhat Jr, the higher density materials, but the increase in specific energy absorption
per pound of material crushed gr(,'itly :,vershadoa s thl_ small reduction.
4_1
iUnder anguhir impact tile specific energy of the material decreases uniformly at the
e
approximate rate of two percent per ,degree. Thus. for an impact angle of 30 degrees,
the reduction is 60 percent from the maximunl value at normal impact. Reliable conclusions
indicate that this performance can be improved ten to fifteen percent by increasing the bond
strength of the adhesive used to fabricate the honeycomb. This would also increase the
reliability, or repeatability, of the material at the higher angles of impact. Dynamic
tests with velocities up to 46 ft/sec verified the results obtained in static tests, and no
effect of impact velocity on energy absorption was observed.
Forming of the honeycomb material into curved panels was considerably more difficult than
anticipated. Fair results were obtained in singly curved panels and an R/t (Radius of
Curvature/Material Thickness) ratio of three was obtained. Fair results were alsoob-
rained in forming the doubly curved panels and an R/t ratio of nine obtained. _;ecause of
the problems encountered in forming this material, a newly developed design which has a
core pattern other than a hexagon, should be investigated for its suitability as an energy
absorber. This design which is fabricated by the corrugation method'fRef. Phase I Final
Report. Section 5.2.3) can readily be formed into singly and doubly curved panels.
5. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
5. l INTRODUCTION
As discussed in the Phase I FinM Report (Section 9.2.2), the contribution of the glass in
the material to the energy absorption is negligible, and the primary energy absorber is
the resin. Based on these findings, the specif:c energy can be increased by the addition
of resin. This can be accomplished by repeated cycles of dipping the honeycomb in a
resin bath and then curing. A ratio of resin to glass of 75 percent or greater was found
to be favorable to high values of specific energy. In order to determine the optimum
values of bulk density (for various cell sizes) which yield the highest value of specific
energy while retaining the excellent crushing properties of the material, a series of
specimens was fabricated and tested. These specimens were identical in configuration
and differed in bulk density only Additional specimens were fabricated from this optimized
material, and specially cut shapes were used to determine the affect of angular Impact on
energy absorption.
A third series of specimens was fabricated for the purpose of determining the maximum
radius to which this type of material could be formed. Details of the above three series
of specimens will be found in the following paragraphs.
5.2 FABRICATION
All specimens fabricated in Phase II were made from a plain weave, Style 112 cloth, and
Plaskon Laminating Varnish V-204 -- a high-temperature phenolic resin. The resin is
manufactured by the Plastics Division of Allied Chemical Corporation.
All specimens were prefailed on the end to be crushed by placing saw cuts through each
cell in two perpendicular directions. The depth of these saw cuts varied from 1/8 to
1/4 inch. These saw cuts were necessary to prevent buckling failures of the specimens
due to a high loading which occurs on non-prefailed specimens immediately prior to
crushing of the material.
The expansion method, as described in Section 5.2.3 of the Phase I final report (Section
5.2.3), was used in fabricating all of the specimens.
5.3 OPTIMUM DENSITY SPECIMENS
As discussed in the Phase I Final Report (Section 9.2.2), the densities in which plastic
honeycombs are commercially fabricated are not optimum for energy absorption purposes.
Increasing the density of existing specimens increased the specimen's specific energy.
Reeults of this investigation were summarized in the Phase I Final Report (Figure 9-2).
iDurin_ttle current phas,, of the program, the specimens in Table 5-1 were fabricated
and tested to determine at what density, for a given cell sizt,, the maximum specific
energy is obtained. Two additional items considered in this investigation were manu-
facturing limitations and uniformity of the load durin_ crushinK. The 3:16 inch and
1, 4 inch ('ell size specimens were fabricated to a size of 2 inches by 2 inches by 4 inches.
This size was sulficiently large enough to prevent edge e[tects on good specimens and
small enough to prevent overloading of the static testin_ machine.
j'/
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TA ,LE 5-1. SPECI._;EN SERIES OF OPTIMUM DENSITY DETERMINATION
NOT ES:
r-
C9 t.,
k :
_TZ
10Pa
10Pb
l 0Pc
11 Pa
llPb
llPc
12Pa
12Pb
12Pc
lSPa
13Pb
13Pc
10Ra
i ORb
10Rc
liRa
11Rb
llRc
llRd
1 IRe
r-
3/'16
3,,'1
3/16
3/16
3/16
3/16
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/: 4
l j4
1/4
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3//8
3/8
e.
_9
r.D
2x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
C#
e,
bO
2x4
2x4
2.,.4
2x4
2x4
2x4
2x4
2x4
2x4
2x4
2x4
2x4
2x2
2¢2
2×2
3x3x2
2x3x2
2x3x2
2x2x2
2x2x2
I
>-,
-*.-,rj
_v
12
12
12
14
14
14
10
10
10
12
12
12
12
12
12
16
16
16
16
16
(I) Specimen Types 10P, I P, 12P, and 13P are standard honeycomb
fabrications except for density and tolerance on density which were
i 3_ instead of the usual _ I0C_. ,High-temperature phenolic resin,
Plaskon V-204, was used with number 112 reinforcing cloth.
(2) Specimen Types 10R and llR were fabricated from specimens
remaining at General Electric from Phase I work by dipping in polyester
resin, Plaskon 911, and curing a sufficient number of times to obtain
the desired density.
(3) All specimens were fabricated by the expansion method.
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5.4 ANGUt.AR IMPACT SPECIMENS
A single configuration was used for all angular impact testing. The configuration yielding
maximum specific energy was based on the test results summarized in Table 6-I. This
was a 3, 16 inch cell having a bulk density o! 11 pounds per cubic foot. Each specimen
was bonded to a mclal end plate which permitted attachment of the specimen to the lower
platen of the testing machine. The specimen design is described in Figure 5-1 and
Table 5-2.
-)
TABLE 5-2. ANGULAR IMPACT SPECIMENS
/
e-.
E
a
AS-0-0 2
AS-10-0 2
AS-I0-45 2
AS-10-90 2
AS-20-0 2
AS-20-45 2
AS-20-90 2
AS-30-0 2
AS-30-45 2
A$'3d-90 _2
i s
AD,-10..0 _
AD-IO-45 5
AD-10-90 5
AD-20-0 5
AD-20-45 5
AD-20-90 5
AD-30-0 5
AD-30-45 5
AD-30-90 5
b h'
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
5 5
5 5
5 5
5 5
5 5
5 5
5 5
5 5
5 5
5 5
0 0
I0 0
10 45
I0 90
20 0
20 45
20 90
30 0
30 45
30 90
0 0
10 0
I0 45
I0 90
20 0
20 45
20 90
30 0
30 45
30 9O
NOTES" * See Figure 5-1
Specimens having _ angles of 0, 10, 20, and 30 degrees were manufactured. The angle,
_, is defined as the angle between the impact velocity vector and the cell axes (Figure
5-1). r= 0 corresponds to normal impact.
Because honeycomb is made up of parallel,corrugated stripswhich are bonded together,
its shear strength varies with the angle between the shear plane and the bond lines. The
complement of thisangle to 90 degrees isdenoted by ¢ (Figure 5-1). Three values ofthis
angle, 0, 45, and 90 degrees were used to evaluate the effectof shear strength on bond
line orientation.
5_5 <d
Until tests were performed to determine the effect of angular impact on the specific
energy of the specimen, the energy value available in a specimen could not be accurately
predicted. Therefore. the dynamic impact tests specimens could not be accurately sized
so that the entire specimen would be crushed. As shown in previous tests (Phase I). the
energy values obtained in a specimen are repeatable, when the same specimen is crushed
repeatedly, it no failure of the specimen occurs.
An_ular imp;_ct tests were so planned that friction of the landing surface was assumed to be
zero. This assumption established allowable or dictated test procedures which must be
used _o obtain data which are divorced from friction effects. Considering the three cases
el angular impact that can occur (Figure 5-2), it can be shown that all desired data can be
obtained from usin_ the results of two types of tests for any combination of angles.
The two test types are" i) a crushing test with the direction of force parallel to the axis
of the hone,.r'r>)ub,and 2) a crushing test with the direction of force at some angle. _. to
t}It' _{XIS 0[ t!',,' }IOTN_V('OIn}).
In Case IA (Figure 5-2) the only force being exerted on the specimen is a crushing force
along the axis of the core. The horizontal component of the velocity vector (V) would
remain constant and cause the specimen to continue at its original horizontal velocity,
eveu after crushing. In Case 2A (Figure 5-2), assuming the direction of motion of the
vehicle remained the same during crushing, this motion could be slmul=tted by fixing the
vehicle end of the specimen and exerting a force along R, at an angle 8 with the core axis.
3y the same reasoning, the remaining four cases of Figure 5-2 can be calculated from the
data obtained in these two tests. Therefore, specimens tested inthis program were sub=
jected to, first, a crushing force parallel to the core axis and. secondly, a force as shown
in Figure 5-i.
In the testing of angular impact specimens, an end plate was bonded to one end of the
specimens. This end plate was then rigidly attached to the base of the testing machine
for both dynamic and static test set-ups. "_y using this end plate, the specimen was forced
to remain in its original position as would be the case ifthe specimen were attached to a
vehicle. This assumes that the vehicle would continue to move in the same direction after
crushing had started and continue in that direction until the vehicle was stopped. Thus,
tumbling of the vehicle is ruled out. A perforated plate was used on the dynamic specimens
to eliminate the effect of air trapped inside the specimens during crushing.
_ecause itis necessary to prefail the specimen ends to prevent a high force impulse on
contact (Section 5.2), there was no advantage to bonding an end plate to the end to be
?
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crushedfor this phaseof the testing. Suchanendplate wouldonly serve as a baseon
whichto crush andwouldno longer beconnectedto the specimenoncecrushing hadbegun.
Suchan endplate could be advantageous where a landing was being made on a rough surface
with the impact velocity vector perpendicular to the surface. In the case of sliding angular
impact on a flat surface, the plate would probably slide off the honeycomb material and
not serve any useful function.
If the vehicle were spherical or cylindrical in shape and the cover was continuous and
therefore prevented from coming loose, a gain in efficiency would probably occur provided
the surface was relatively rough and therefore tended to rip the honeycomb material before
it absorbed energy by crushing. Testing of the material on various types of surfaces
would I_e ,'equirccl to establish these parameters. _ecause of these reasons end plates were
not used on tho end of the specimen to be crushed.
5.5 CURVED SPECI_ENS
Honow'onfl_ Products Inc., _4t. Vernon, Ohio, was chosen as the vendor to determine the
manufacturing limitations in 'forming curved panels from the material developed under
Phase I, because of their previous experience in curving reinforced plastic honeycomb
cores for aircraft and aerospace applications. The curved material was five inches thick
and curved in three directions. While the radius of curvature was on the order of 12 feet,
it was felt that the experience gained in doing this work and the techniques developed should
help in performing the work requited for the present contract.
The vendor's procedure for curving honeycomb pieces is to apply weights to the material
and then rapidly raise the temperature above the normal cure temperature. When this is
done, there is a short period of approximately 20 seconds during which the material softens
and creeps to the shape dictated by the weights. There is no decrease in the physical
properties as a result of this temperature. The trick in performing this operation is in
establishing the proper weight distribution and quantity. Too much or too little weight
causes catastrophic results. In the case of forming cylindrical shapes, for example,
more weight is required at the ends than in the center to prevent a saddle shape from forming.
Material ranging from one to twelve inches thick was used in determining an R/t (radius
of curvature/material thickness) ratio limit. The material used was 1/4 inch cell, 10
pounds per cubic foot density, phenolic resin honeycomb. The following specimens were
successfully obtained in this program.
Cylindrical Curvature Remarks
C1) 5 inch thickness Fairly uniform
18 inch radius
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Cylindrical Curvature
C2) 5 inch thickness
28 inch radius
S:__!}e[i,'alC uc:a_tur__e
SI) I inch thickness
36 inch radius
$2) 2 inch thickness
3'3inch radius
$3) 3 inch thickness
3_}inch radius
$4) 4 inch thickness
36 inch radius
Re mar ks
Fairly uniform -
,r3etterthan CI
Good
Good
Good
Fair
Pictures of the curved specimens are shown in Appendix E.
As the inve_t:gatlve program on curving neared completion, the vendors techniques were
improving, and itappears that ifa particular curvature and thickness were required which
exceeded tht above apparent limitatlons itmay be pos,_ible to achieve such a curvature by
repetition of the process many timos on the given size specimen.
Although many specimens were tried in an attempt to establish a limiting R/t ratio, the
results were not consistent when compared in this manner. As an example, a two Inch
thick specimen could not be formed successfully to an 18 inch spherical radius, while
as indicated above, a four,inch thick speclmen was successfully curved to a 36 inch spherical
radius. It is therefore rgcommended that the results obtained in this investigation be used
only as a guide and not for their absolute value.
'/
/ t_J *
i C//
Cylindrical Curvature
C2) 5 inch thickness
28 inch radius
Spherical Curvature
S1) 1 inch thickness
36 inch radius
$2) 2 inch thickness
36 inch radius
$3) 3 inch thickness
36 inch radius
$4) 4 inch thickness
36 inch radius
Re mar ks
Fairly uniform -
Better than C1
Good
Good
Good
Fair
Pictures of the curved specimens are shown in Appendix E.
As the investigative program on curving neared completion, the vendors techniques were
improving, and it appears that if a particular curvature and thickness were required which
exceeded the above apparent limitations it may be possible to achieve such a curvature by
repetition of the process many times on the given size specimen.
Although many specimens were tried in an attempt to establish a limiting R/t ratio, the
resulta were not eonsistent when compared in this manner. As an example, a two inch
thick specimen could not be formed auccessfully to an 18 inch spherical radius, while
as indicated above, a four inch thick specimen was successfully curved to a 36 inch spherical
radius. It is therefore recommended that the results obtained in this investigation be used
only as a guide and not for their absolute value.
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6. STATIC TESTING
6.1 GENERAI.
Static load tests were performed on the specimens described in Section 5 to determine the
energy absorption values of each specimen type. Measurements and observations were
also made to determine stroke efficiency, and failure mode. A picture of each specimen
was taken at the end of the test prior to removing the specimen from the testing machine.
These pictures are shown in Appendix B.
6.2 FACILITY DESCRIPTION
All static tests were conducted on an Instron Tensile Testing ,_achine, R',_odel TT-CM1-4.6
(Figure 6-1, Phase I Final Report). This model has a test capacity o; 10,000pounds and
a crosshead speed varying from 0.02 to 20.0inches per minute. All data were recorded
on a high speed Ieeds and Northrup graphic recorder.
6.3 TEST PROCEDURES
The honeycomb specimens were crushed between the two platens of the Instron testing
machine. No venting or special fixtures were required for the optimum density specimens
because ¢,f the low crosshead speed. In testing the angular specimens, the upper platen
was greased with a Silicone grease to reduce the friction. The reason for this was dis-
cussed in Section 5.4. A cro_s sectlonal area of four square inches was used so that a
crushlngveloclt F of 0. 5 inches per minute could be used without overloading the drive
assembly motor.
Each specimen was weighed before being bonded to its base plate, and this weight was used
in calculating the specific ener_'. This is necessary because the density of the material
varies up to plus or minus ten percent within the block from which the specimens are cut.
6.4 TEST RESULTS
6.4.1 Optimum Density
Table 6-1 summarizes the results of all static tests on the optimum density specimens.
The static tests are numbered by the specimen type designation, followed by a, b. c. etc.,
for the first, second, third, etc.. test of this speci ic configuration. The P designates
Phenolic and the R designates Redipped Polyester, and refers t(_ the resin of which the
honeycomb is fabricated.
Load-Deflection Diagrams and pictures o{ the spec'imens after crushing are shown in
Appendix B and D.
+-.
u
lOPa
lOPb
lOPe
lOPd
llPa
llPb
llPc
12Pa
12Pb
12Pc
13Pa
13Pb
13Pc
10Ra
10Rb
10Rc
!0Ra
10Rb
10Rc
10Rd
10Re
TABLE 6-1. OPTIMUM DENSITY SPECIMENS
STATIC I OAD TESTS RESUI TS
l-
,_.._
3 16
3 16
3 16
3 16
Co
E
u'/u_
2x2x4
2x2x4
2x2x4
2x2x4
3 16 2x
3 16 2x
3 16 2x
I/4 2x2x
1 4 2x2x
1 4 2x2x
14 2x2x
1:4 2x2x
I"4 2x2x
3/8 2 x 2 x
3/8 2 x 2 x
3/8 2 x 2 x
3/8 2 x 3 x
3/8 2x3x
3/8 2x 3x
3/8 2 x 2 x
3/8 2x2x
2x4
2x4
2x4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
12
12
12
12
14
14
14
10
10
10
12
12
12
12
II
12
2 18
2 16
2 IB
2 16
2 16
750O 1880
7000 1750
6300 1570
8000 2000
5000 1250
5000 1250
4500 1120
4000 I000
3800 950
4OOO I000
4500 I120
4500 i120
4500 I120
4500 If20
5000 1250
§100 1280
9500 1580
I0200- 1700
6900 1720
7500 1870
"t3_
_:" _ "7
c" ..,...,
22.500
21.000
18.900
24.000
12.900
12.900
11,600
_a,-.
'L'- L, _m.,
75
50 tilted and sheared
74
24 tilted and sheared
50 tilted
75 multiple buckling
50 tiltedand multiple
buckling
14.
13.
14.
13,
13,
13,
400
700
400
500
500
500
13,500
15. 000
15,300
14,300
15.300
15.500
16,900
87
87
87
87 multiple buckling
87 multiple buckling
87 multiple buckling
85
'tO
'/5
No test
Failed
5O
6O
60
Notes:
*The specific energy absorptmn is obtained by dividing the energy absorbed by the weight
of the material crushed.
/
/ .() /
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6.4.2 Angular Specimens
Table 6-2 summarizes the results of all static tests on tilean_ular specimens. The
tests are numbered by the specimen type designation, in the same manner as stated in
Section 6.4.1 above. The symbols A ands designate a particular material configuration
and static tests. The first number following AS designates the angle 8 , and the
second number designates the angle ._as shown in Figure 5-I and Table 5-2 of Section 5.
Load-Deflection Diagrams and pictures of the specimens after crushing are shown in
Appendix B and D.
6.4.3 Data Corrections
The nominal crushing stress as listed in Table 6-2 was corrected to account for the
difference in specimen sizes. The static tests specimens were cut from a vendor-furnished
block which was accurately cut to size and shape. These blocks were then cut into ap-
proximately four equal pieces. To account for the difference m sizes, since the speci-
mens were not measured prior to testing, the measured weight of each specimen was
compared with that of a specimen of the theoretical size having a density equal to the
average of all the specimens (except the ¢ = 90 degrees specimens) furnished by the
honeycomb vendor. Using these weight ratios, corrected specimen areas were calculated,
and theseareas were used to deterr_Inethenominal crushingstress. Specificenergy
absorption values were than calculated using this stress and the average density.
Because the specimens for _ = 90 degrees were fabricated from a different portion of
the log (honeycomb stock according to vendor terminology) than the other specimens, and
because the average density of these specimens was higher, the average density used in
the calculations for the 90 degree specimens was 12.8 pounds per cubic foot rather than
11.2 pounds per cubic foot used for all other specimens.
As discussed in Section 5, all specimens were prefatled to an average depth of approximately
3/16 inch. To keep the specific energy data meaningful, the area under the load-deflection
curve. (Appendix D) corresponding to the initial 3/16 inch deflection, was not used in
calculating specific energy, because this length is a constant regardless of the thickness
of the specimen and specific energy should be independent of specimen size. This 3 '18
inch thickness of material should, however, be added to the total required material
thickness.
: _ ;':-C+7 - e /_• - • " "' " '
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TABL,E 6-2. ANGITI All TEST SPECIMEN STATIC IOAD TESTS RESUI,TS
r-,
c_
E
_J
O
AS 0-0-a
b
C
10-0-a
b
C
I0-45-a
b
C
lO-90-a
b
c
20-0-a
b
c
20-45-a
b
c
20-90.a
b
C
30-O-a
b
c
30-45-a
b
C
30-90-a
b
c
_E
29.0
24.I
24.9
21.3
26.9
21.8
26.7
28.9
26.4
28.3
29.8
30. I
27.6
24.7
27.9
30,8
21. $
21, 4
24. 2
26.0
24.4
20.6
21.5
20.2
24, I
22.4
22, I
24.3
27.4
27.3
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
12.8
12.8
12.8
11.2
II,2
11.2
11.3
11.2
II. 2
12.8
12,8
12.8
Ii.2
Ii. 2
11,2
11.2
II.2
11.2
12.8
12.8
12.8
0 _ 0
Z c.) Lu
9350
7750
7750
4700
6820
4650
7720
7850
7630
7540
7300
8120
5840
5080
S650
408O
4580
4220
2010
4680
2680
2100
2320
1980
2970
3150
3770
1140
2940
4340
r_
• _
zo_
1900
1900
1840
1300
1500
1260
1710
1600
1710
1800
1650
1820
1250
1210
1200
1160
1310
1160
560
1210
740
600
640
58O
730
830
1000
316
725
1070
p_
,D
.
24.
24.
23.
16.
19.
16.
22,
20,
22.
20.
18.
20.
16.
15.
15.
14,
1_,
14.
6_
13.
8.
8.
7.
+
I0
12
3
8
12,
400
400
600
700
300
200
000
600
000
200
60O
500
i00
500
400
9O0
500
900
300
600
300
_- .--
C
_._. _
158
158
153
108
125
105
143
134
143
150
138
152
105
i01
100
97
101
97
47
I01
62
7O0 50
200 53
500 49
400 61
.700 69
.900 84
.600 27
.200 61
000 89
'-_
75
79
79
87
84
84
83
83
83
85
85
86
75
81
8O
82
80
8O
9O
88
90
79
76
79
76
76
76
91
88
88
Notel:
(I)Value based on quantityof material cru_hed, not entirespecimen.
(2) Nominal crushing =tre== corrected for ratioof actual to theoreticalweight to account
for variations in _pecimen size. (See Section6.4.2.)
I7. DYNAMIC TESTING
7, 1 DYNAMIC TESTING
7.1.1 Drop_Test Faci_
The tests described herein were conducted on a modified version of tile precision drop
tester of the Space Sciences Laboratory. This facility, utilizes a one-inch diameter
shaft, 40 feet in length to guide a freely failing impact heat assembly in its downward
travel. The shaft is made from selected lengths of Thompson 60 Case shaft material
and has a diametral tolerance of. 001 in. and a straightness tolerance of from ,0005 to
• 001 inch per foot along the entire length. The guide shaft is held under tension through
spherical bearing seats at each end and, as a result, is extremely straight. The impact
head assembly slides along the shaft via two ball bushings which assure low friction
movement and excellent fixity on the shaft. The impact head assembly consists of three
major parts: (1) the bearing housing which contains the ball bushings and has provisions
for adjusting the inclination of the impact head assembly with respect to the shaft, (2) the
support beam, a heavy 8 ino aluminum "I" beam, which connects the bearing housh_g with
the impact head, and (3) the impact head, a hardened and grotmd steel disc having a
diameter of ten inches and a thickness of two inches. The entire weight of the impact head
assembly is 73. 7 lb.
At the bottom of the shaft a solid aheet base, 20 inches in diameter and eight inches in
thickness, is mOunted centrally around the shaft. The base is mounted on three equally
spaced adjustment bolts; the base can be adjusted precisely in the horizontal plane or in
any plane several degrees from the horizontal.
The impact head assembly is raised and lowered by means of an electrically powered
winch via an electromagnet and may be released at any height from zero to 34 feet above
the base merely by opening the electromagnet circuit. By means of the adjustments on
the impact head assembly and the base, the impact head can be adjusted precisely with
the impact end of the specimen to be tested.
7.1.2 Mounting Fixture
The specimens tested in this program were mounted to a fixture which was specially
designed to allow venting&f the air from within the honeycomb ceils. The purpose of the
fixture was twofold: (1) to eliminate the contribution of air compression from the total
energy absorbed by the specimen; (2) to prevent internal pressure differentials across the
cell walls which, ial aa_ unvented specimen could cause internal stresses and blowout. The
fixture, shown in Figure 7-1 features a plate of 4130 alloy steel, 8 x 8 x 3/4 inches in
dimension which contains a five inch square center array of 1/8 in. diameter through-
holes located on 3/16 inch centers. The plate was heat-treated to a hardness of 35 ° C
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/Rockwell in order to obtain adequate strength to resist a uniform pressure loading of
1500 psi. The plate is bolted tea heavy steel channel beam over a central five inch
square cut-out around which reinforcements are welded. The honeycomb specimens,
each bonded to a steel sheet which is perforated with [ht_ sa,ue pattern of holes as the vent
plate, is mounted directly on the vent plateo In this situation, air from within the rapidly
decreasing volume in the cell wails exits through the vent plate, the cut-out in the channel,
aud finally the opening between the channel flanges. The mounting fixture itself is
clamped to the steel base of the drop tester after the center of the mounted specimen is
aligned accurately with the center oI gravity of the impact head assembly°
7.2 INSTRUMENTATION
7.2.1 Accelerometer and Recordiw_
The impact head assembly was instrumented with a Statham A5-500-350 strain gage type
accelerometer of 2000 cps natural frequency. This unit was found to be the most useful
and trouble-free of all the various instruments previously used for this type of testing.
The output from the accelerometer was channeled through a type Q Tektronix transducer
to a Tektronix type 530 oscilloscope. Photographic records of the accelerometer traces
were made by means of a Polaroid camera mounted on the oscilloscope. They are shown
in Appendix C.
7.2.2 Triter Device
The osclllOsoopee were run on a single sweep which was initiated by a tr_ger device
immediately before impact. This device consistedol a pivotingrod which m_de electrical
contact with the impact head when struck by the latter. The trigger was set at a specified
distance above the impact end of the specimen depending on the impact velocity. This
served to initiatea reference base for accelerationor the oscilloscope trace,
7.3 PROCEDURE
All specimens were individually bonded at their bases to perforated steel plates as
previously described in Section 7.1.2 and tested in the vented fixture. The epoxy bond
prevented penetration of the specimen into the holes of the vent plate in most cases. As
a precaution, the first test of each type of specimen was conducted at a lower than
maximum velocity in order to avoid the excessive shock to the apparatus which a
catastrophic failure of the specimen would produce. This initial velocity chosen was
36 ft/sec in most cases. Of the 34 tests couducted, 17 were at 46 ft/sec, eight at 36
ft/sec, and nine at 31 ft/sec.
Prior to raising the impact head assembly to the test height, the parallelism and center
of gravity alignment between the lower surface of the impact head and the upper end of
the specimen were checked and adjusted where necessary. This resulted in acceptably
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fflat impacts as evidenced I>y tile post-test specimen photo_ral)hs (Aplu:ndix C_. The
instrumentation trigger was set to provide a zero relcrence tor d¢'cel_,ration approximately
one millisecond before impact.
7.4 EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Accelerometer records of all tests are shown in Figures C-9 throuch C-43 in Appendix C.
The data presented are un-retouched photographs of tile original records obtained from
the tests, except for those from test nos. AD-0-0-bl alld AD-10-90-c which were too
faint to be published effectively. Photographs of the corresponding specimens are shown
on the same pages as the accelerometer records. The results of all the impact tests
are summarized m Table 7-1. The table is arranged accordin_ to sp__cimen n,_mlber, wit]_
the followb]g nomenclature scheme: AD-O-¢-S where tile first and second numbers are
the _:alues of 0 and " respectively (in degrees) and the final letter specifies the h_.di'.'t_iaaI
specimen of each type, D denotes dynamic test and A, a particular specimen design_
7.5 TEST RESULTS
Table 7-1 lists tile specimen designation, impact velocity, energy absorbed, _ eight of
crushed material, t._,e individual and specimen type average ratios of the absorbed energy
to the crushed weight, and the initial and final lengths of the specimens and the description
of the _cimea_'-_fterte_tj Th!_ _etghts of all specimens except those marked with the
supers_t_. (1) wet@ Dbtat_ by _'ndividual measurement priol" to bonding the specimens
to the_l_l'_ol_ _:_et_.._ewe!ght$ of specimens marked withthe Superscript were
determin_.:l from the average density" obtained from the individually weighert specimens,
This density was foun¢l to be 12.3 lb/ft 3. The average eaergy, weight ratio_ of specimens
of a common type were highest for the non-inclined spe,cin,,er, s, as exp_.,,:ted. Thc, av_,rage
values of all ._pecimens with the same 0anglewere 17290, 12720, 9680 ,_nd 7570 lb ft"lb
for 0 = 0, 10, 20 and 30 ° respectively. Aplot of this appears in Figure _-10 as a smooth
concave curve. Within a set of specimens having the, same angular impact m_gle 0, those
with _ : 45" consistently showed the least energy/weigh" ratios although tiw values for
¢ = 0 ° were not much higher. Within a set of specin'mns having the sam_, - the energy
weight ratios invariably decreased with O. These values are shown in Tables 7-2 and
7-3.
Selected measured deceleration curves were subjected to detailed double integration to
determine the force-stroke characteristics. The resulting force-stroke curves are shown
in Figures C-1 to C-8 in Appendix C inclusive. The oscilloscope traces were first
smoothed to eliminate spurious vibrations which were due to the impact head. lm certain
cases, such as test numbers AD-10-90-b and AD-30-0-c the negative deceleratioaportions
of the curve are probably due to overshoot in the impact head response when an abrupt
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lTABI,E 7-2.
Specimen Type
0
10-90
20-90
30-90
0
10-45
20-45
30-45
0
10-0
20-0
30-0
VARIATION OF" E ,.5 W with 0
Spec if'i(' t_ll_'l'g}
----Cff--II_-7t;'_ .....
17290
14700
11010
10770
17290
11370
8290
5920
17290
12080
9750
6020
= Angle between impact velocity and honeycomb cell axis.
see Figure 5-1.
- = Orlgntation angle between honeycomb bond lines and impact
angle, _ee Figure 5-1.
TASLZ7.s, VAmATXONOF Z/,. w with,
Specimen Type
0
10-90
10-45
10-0
20-90
,j , r L,
Specific Energy
17290
14700
11370
12080
Ii010
20-45
20-0
30-90 "
30-45
30-0
8290
9750
10770
5920
6020
= Angle between impact velocity and honeycomb cell axis,
see Figure 5-1.
,_ = Orientation angle between honeycomb bond lines and impact
angle, see Figure 5-1
failure of the specimen occurred. This would result in a sudden reduction of the axial 
force experienced by the impact head and a subsequent overshoot, 
0 
Listed in Table 7-4 are values for average deceleration and stress both with respect to 
time and stroke, as well as the stress corresponding to the peak deceleration. 
NOTE: Al l  data presented in this section is as recorded. Refer to Section 8.2 before 
using this data. 
Figure 7-1. Mounting Fixture 
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8. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
8.I OPTIMUM DENSITY SPECII_;ENS
The test results for the optimum density specimens _r_ shown m Table (_-I. These
results are plotted in Figures 8-1 and 8-2. Figures 8-3 and 8-4 were plotted from the
same data and are included for use as working graphs for those applications where either
energy absorbed per cubic inch (energy absorption density) as a function of bulk density or
crushing stress as a function of core density is required. All the specific energy values
used throughout this report are referred tb the amount of material actually crushed and not
to the total amount of material in the specimen.
Itwas intended to use the dynamic test non-tilted angular impact specimens for proof of the
conclusion drawn in Phase I that there is no effect on energy absorption efficiency with
changing velocities up to 46 ft/sec. Unfortunately. the zero degree angular specimens
used for dynamic tests were higher in density than the optimum value of 11 Ib/cu-ft, and
hence partially failed during testing, as had the higher density optimum density test
spe cime ns.
As can be seen in Figure 8-1, a particular cell size yields increasing specific energy
values up to a certain density. When the density is raised above this optimum value, the
specific energy drops off rapidly, because the material then fails in a catastrophic manner,
and large pieces of the material break off. It can be noted from Figure 8-2 that the stroke
efficiency is somewhat lower for the higher density specimens, but this is more than
compensated for by the increase in specific energy.
While specimens Type 10P yielded the highest value of specific energy, two of these static
specimens failed at approximately 50L of the total stroke. This failure occurred due to
movement of the specimen on the platen which caused the specimen to tilt. This move-
ment was caused by a multiple buckling phenomenon in which the load built up to a maximum
value and then dropped to a value of about 50_ of the maximum. As this drop took place,
a loud report was heard, and an obvious buckling or breaking up of the material occurred
locally directly under the upper (moving) platen. This loading and unloading cycle occurred
at approximately every 0.05 inch of head travel. This behavior leads to the conclusion that
the density was slightly higher than optimum. Itwas also shown on a separate test that the
specimen did not tiltand failcatastrophically when itwas bonded to a base plate which
prevented the specimen from tiltingand hence shearing down the middle (see Table 6-I).
The 16 lb/cu-ft density, 3/8 inch cell polyester resin specimens Type llR also failed, but
in a different manner. I_ather than crushing, the material broke apart at the interlaminary
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bond lines and opened at the lower end,d of the specimen in a fan-like manner. The crushing
load was therefore not uniform and became smaller as the stroke t)ro_r_'ssed. Adifferent
interlammary bond material having a hi_her stren-,th would make this material more
useful in these higher density ranges.
The failure mechanism of the glass reinforced plastic honeycomb is the localized, brittle
crushing of the cell walls at the impacted end. The contribution of the glass to the total
energy absorption is negligible. The failed particles are small, which accounts for the
high specific energy and the highstroke efficiency. As the bulk density is increased by
adding resin, the failed particles increase slightly in size which explains the small decrease
in stroke efficiency (see Figure 8-2). As the bulk density is further increased, a point is
reached at which the interlaminary bond between the corrugated strips is no longer strong
enough to hold the cell wails in position for crushing. As the bond fails, relatively large
pieces of cell wall separate, bend, and snap off. Since the bending failure mode absorbs
less energy than the crushing failure mode. the result is a drastic reduction in specific
energy (see Figures 8-I, 8-3, 8-4).
It appears that further improvement in the specific energy of this material can be made by
increasing the strength of the interlaminary adhesive load which joins the corrugated strips
to form the honeycomb geometry.
8.2 ANGULAR IMPACT
As in Phase I of this program, both static and dynamic tes'_s were performed on the
angular test specimens to evaluate any difference in energy absorption properties in the
velocity range of zero to fifty feet per second. Data obtained during Phase I of this con-
tract showed no apparent connection between impact velocity and specific energy absorbed.
This fact was reasonably w,_ll conf;rmed during the pres,:nt Phase II of the contract. Since
this conclusion is not obvious from the raw static and dynamic test data. an explanation of
the probable causes for the apparent discrepancy in the raw data is contained in the following
paragraphs.
As discussed in Sections 5, 6 and ,7 all specimens were prefailed by placing sawcuts in one
end of the specimen. These sawcuts performed very well rathe static test specimens and
prevented the load from becoming excessive during initial crushing. In the dynamic tests,
the force-stroke curves obtained from the double integration of the deceleration traces showed
that in most instances the resistance of the specimens was low during the initial part of the
stroke. This is in contrast to much of the reported initial behavior of honeycomb materials
under dynamic crushing loads. This is _mdoubtedly due chiefly to the presence of the saw-
cuts. The effect of the sawcuts, in addition to reducing the probability of initial failure at
impact, reduced the calculated energy absorption oi the material, since the depth of cut
.JJ
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(upto 1/4 inch) wasa substantialpercentageof the actual stroke in the impact tests.
This explains, m part, why the energy/weightratios obtainedfrom the tmpa(t test were
generally lower than those from the static tests.
The reason that the sawcut depths accounted for such a large percentage of the stroke in
the dynamic specimens was that the specimens were deliberately made large in cross
sectional areas to prevent the overturning moment, resulting from the angular configura-
tions of the specimens, from becoming so large as to affect the stress distribution across
the face of the material to be crushed.
Another contribution, admissible only for those few cases which experienced it, may be
due to penetration of the material into the vent plate holes. This effect is probably
minor since, in the previous program in which the specimens were not sawcut, the
deceleration traces showed much steeper initial rises and penetration into the vent plate
was common.
A factor which undoubtedly greatly influenced the effectiveness of the material, as tested
in the dynamic tests, was the failure of the bond material which was used to bond the
specimens to the perforated base plate. When this bond fails, the overturning moment
increases the shear stress in the honeycomb at the interlaminary bond joint which joins the
corrugated layers that make up the honeycomb material. In a continuous honeycomb struc-
ture, such as wouldbe found on a vehicle design, this condition would not exist because of
the continuity of the material. This is therefore an example of size effect encountered in
testing which would not occur elsewhere in practice.
In contrast to the lower density specimens tested in Phase I of this program, the Phase II
specimens exhibited a strong tendency to fail in what appeared to be a shear mode in the
region well beyond the crushed zone. This has been previously observed in higher
strength metal honeycombs which possessed high compression strength and relatively low
shear strength (Reference 11.1). Under crushing loading, the honeycomb tends to shorten
axially by slipping along a diagonal plane. This failure mode occurred in the normal as
well as the angular impact specimens. Under normal impact the shear mode failure is
explained by the fact that the present specimens had considerably higher density and
therefore higher compression strength than the ones tested in Phase I. The interlammate
bond strength, on the other hand, is not measurably increased because the greater density
of these specimens was obtained by redipping the expanded honeycomb in resin. Under
compression loading, a local bond separation can trigger buckling or fracture of adjacent
cell walls and this in turn causes other adjacent regions to fail as more load is shifted to
them. The shear mode failure in the Inclined specimens occurs through a combination
of the above mechanism and the addition of external shear loading.
/Using the acceleration stroke curves in Appendix C, values for the peak crushing stresses
of the dynamic specimens were calculated. Table 8-1 shows these values compared with
the average values of crushing stress obtained from static tests. Peak values were used
for this comparison because they should more realistically represent the potential of the
material, had the specimens not been subjected to the perturbing conditions discussed in
the preceeding paragraphs. These stresses are graphically compared in Figure 8-5.
TABLE 8-I. COMPARISON OF CRUSHING STRESS VS. ANGLE OF IMPACT
FOR STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING
SPECIMEN TYPE CRUSHING STRESS (psi)
StaticTests
A-0-0-a 1900
-b 1900
-c 1840
Dynamic Tests
1510
A-10-0-a 1300
-b 1500
• -c 1260
1070
A-10-45-a 1710
-b 1600
-c 1710
1600
A-lO-90-a 1800 1500
-b 1850 lST0
-c 1820 1450
A-20-0-a 1250
-b 1210
-c 1200
A-20-45-a I180
-b 1210
-c 1160
A-20-90-a 560
-b 1210
-c 740
A-30-0-a 600
-b 640
-c 580
6OO
A-30-45-a 730
-b 830
-c I000
A-30-90-a 316
-b 725
-c 1070
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The largest differences (20%) between static and dynamic stresses occur on normal impact
and for an impact angle of 10 ° combined with an interlaminary bond line orientation angle
of 0°. For an impact angle of 10 °, the difference is 4% for 0 =45 ° and 12.5% for O = 90 ° .
The dynamic stresses are consistently below the static stresses for the reasons previously
discussed, except for the 30 ° impact angle where they are the same.
The crushing stresses are between 1500 and 1900 psi at normal impact, and they de-
crease approximately linearly to a value of 0 at an impact angle of 50 °, if an extrapola-
tion beyond the measured data is made.
Figure 8-6 is a plot of specific energy absorption vs. angle of impact vs. interlaminary
bond line orientation as obtained from static tests. Specific energy absorption was cal-
culated as described in Section 6. 4, The two low values shown at the 20 ° impact angle
and the one shown at 30 ° are specimens which failed in tnterlaminary bond. Figure 8-7
shows the same data in terms of volume density of energy absorption.
¢
The most consistent variation of energy absorbed with impact angle occurs for ¢ = 45 °.
If the interlaminary bond Lines are mffa_orably oriented with respect to the impact angle
(e : 0) severe shear loads cause premature bond failures. This leads to a drastic reduc-
tion in energy_ab_ rption from n:o_rmal impact to impact under a 10 ° inclination.
_t_,: :_:"_tnl,nsin,' _- .._ wlllCll the lnterlarahlary bond lines were atContra_ I
an angle?of - ¢_:_ _ (see _x!--_:B:Zl,:!:D_ge 5-3), did not perform best except at small
impact angles, _en this angte e_eded 10 °, two outof three specimens 6_Iit apart
because the interlaminary bond was not strong enough to prevent shear buckling failure
of the individual corrugate_t strips. It is apparent that a stronger bond would raise _e
average energy absorption of these specimens at least to the highest values obtained at
the 20 ° and 30 ° impact angles; refer to Table 6-2, page 6-4.
In general, the values of energy vs. impact angle look like curves of buckling load vs.
slenderness ratio of compression members. This lends additional weight to the explana-
tion of the honeycomb failure mechanism by interlaminary bond rupture and subsequent
shear buckling failure.
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Figure 8-8 shows crushing stress vs. impact angle vs. interlaminary bond line orienta-
tion as obtained from static tests. The stress values used are taken from Table 6-2.
The graphs are similar to Figures 8-6 anti 8-7, and the previous discussion also applies.
Figure 8-9 is a plot of stroke efficiency vs. impact angle vs. interlaminary bond line
orientation as obtained from static tests. The highest efficiency of approximately 90_ is
obtained for large impact angles and 0 = 90". Generally itappears that the efficiency of
angular impact is higher than that of normal impact. It may be expected that the stroke
efficiency curve would remain at a value of 80 to 85_ if the interlaminary bond failures
were eliminated by increasing the bond strength. The large pieces of material which are
broken off as the bond fails causes the material to build up to a greater thickness which
reduces the thickness efficiency.
Figure 8-10 compares the reduction in efficiency of static and dynamic specimens under
angular impact. It is noticeable that, while the absolute numbers of energy absorption
are not identical, the relative decrease in efficiency or angular impact is essentially the
same for both static and dynamic tests. Itis approximately a linear relation which de-
creases at the rate of 2% for each degree of impact angle,
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The design objective of improving the specific energy absorption properties of plastic
reinforced honeycomb has been met and exceeded. A wdue of 24,000 ft-lb'Ib was
achieved for the 3116 ''cell, Ii Ib/cu-ft configuration. This value makes the material
superior to any k,aown radio frequency transparent energy absorber. The average R F
attenuation equals 0.35 db/'ftof thickness. The material is readily available and can be
manufactured by state-of-the-art methods.
At the present time, the smallest cells absorb the highest specific energies. This may
not hold true for very high bulk densities ifthe interlaminar bonding material can be
significantly improved. The specific energy and the energy density can be lowered to
meet special requirements by reducirlg the resin content, increasing the cell size, chang-
ing the resin formulation or any combination of these Variables.
As in Phase I testing, comparison of static and dynamic tests showed that the material
properties are relatively constant for velocities from 0 to 46 ft,SeCo The structural
elements tested h-actured progressively by break-up of the cell-wall material into small
fragments. The succession of small brittlefractures at the near-microscopic level
yields a macroscopic, quasi-plastic, constant fracture force, ideally suited to the
cushioning of landing im4_act shocks. The honeycomb configuration developed is highly
conducive to the formation of Bm_ll fracture particles which leads to high specific energy
values. The primary contributor to the energy absorption process is the resin, not the
glass. Increasing the resin ratio of the specimens, therefore, increases the specific
energy, and vice versa.
Test results indicate that a stronger lnterlaminary bond between the honeycomb corruga-
tions would raise the specific energy absorption for the larger cell sizes. It would prevent
the bending failure of large fragments of cell wall which absorbs less energy than the
orderly compres._ive crushing. By the same reasoning, the stroke eiiiciency would
improve.
Angular impact tests, performed on the optimized 3, 16-inch - ll lb density material,
yielded specific energies which decreased linearly from 100q to40_} of specific energy for
normal impact as the angle of impact was changedlrom 0 to 30 degrees° The mode of
failure for angular impact was the same as /or vertical impact except in cases of inter-
laminary bond failure. For these honeycombs of higher than commercial density, a
stronger bond material would significantly raise the energy absorption and also increase
the reliability. This increase is estimated to be 10 to 15 percent.
All of the angular impact tests performed under this contract attempted to simulate impact
9-I
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on frictionless surfaces, since this is not a realistic condition for lunar or planetary
impact, it would be logical to perform a succeeding series of tests on surfaces having
varying bulk and iriction properties in order to determine tile behavior of the material
developed under those _:onditions.
The hexagonally _haped honeycomb design is not the best configuration for curved panels.
Another configuration, recently developed on work not connected with this contract,
which can be readily curved in one or more planes, appears to be desirable from a
fabrication standpoint for singly and doubly curved panels° Evaluation of the mechanical
properties of this new c:onfiguration would be required before it could be used as an
energy absorber° While tt_eproperties would probably be very similar to the present
hexagonal configuration fo," forces along the cell axis, there is no sure way of predicting
the effect of angular impact on this confi_iJration.
For immediate applications of the hexagonal material to cylindrical or spherically shaped
vehicles requiring a small 1R/t (radius to thickness ratio) ratio, the m:tterial should be
applied ia_ pieces so th.tt the angle between the cell axis and a line radiating from the
center oi curvature does not exceed 30 degrees. Limiting R/t ratios, based on experi-
ments carried out in this program are three for cylindrical panels and nine for spherically
shaped panels° The material used fox" this evaluation was 1 4 inch ceil, 10 lbJcu-ft
density°
The following recommendations for future studies are made:
a. Determine the effect of temperature range which could be encountered in lunar
or planetary landings on the behavior of the material developed°
b. Undertake a material development program aimed at improving the strength
the adhesive now used for the interlaminary bonding of the corrugated hoqey-
comb strips to each other.
c. Fabricate singly and doubly curved honeycomb panels by a new process recently
developed on work not connected with this contract.
do Evaluate the improved adhesive and the new honeycomb configuration by per-
forming angular impact tests similar to those carried out under the present
contract.
e. Evaluate the effect of the mechanical properties of the landing surfaces on the
behavior of this material, particularly under angular impact.
9-2
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10. DESIGN DATA
Using the test data obtained in Phase II. the data presented in Section II in the Phase I
Final Report has been extended to include the higher values of specilic energy absorption
attained during the Phase II program. For convenience, some _)_ the data presented in
the Phase I Report is repeated
These graphs enable the user quickly to determine the detail requirements of honeycomb-
cell size and density for a given set of conditions, and obtain the total system weight for
an energy absorbing system based on vehicle weight and impact velocity only,
10.1 REQUIRED STROKE IENGTH
Figure 10-1 is a graphical representation of the formula.
2
v = 2as,
0 " "
and can be used to determine the required stroke length, or depth ol honeycomb, s. re-
quired for given impact velocity, v . and allowable deceleration, a. on the vehicle. The
o
assumption of constant deceleration is justified by the constant deceleration curves obtained
during thedynamic tests. The theoretical stroke length obtained trom Figure 10-1 should
be increased by a suitable factor oi safety of about 50q_.
. , o_ ,
With tl_e:S_ ew_abli_i. _ following items must be considered to arrive at a final
:a,, " ed-
b. Available surface area for mounting energy absorbing material
c. Manufacturing limitaiions of honeycomb material
d. Column limitation (buckling) of honeycomb material.
i0.2 CHOICE OF AREA AND HONEYCOMB CONFIGURATION
The total vehicle energy. E. to be absorbed can be calculated from thekinetic
formula.
2
E = m v
-y.
where
m = vehicle mass.
W
m = _- ,
v = impact velocity.
W = vehicle weight, in any system
energy
g = acceleration of gravity.
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Using the stroke obtained from Figure i0-I. Figure I0-2 shows energy densitles (energy
per square foot of impact area) for various honeycomb configurations. Dividing the energy
density from Figure 10-2 into the totalvehicle energy obtained from the last equation
yields the required impact area. This is the theoretically required area of the vehicle
over which the energy absorbing material must be distributed.
In choosing the required surface area the 3,'16-in cell should always be given pre.erence
and triedtirst, since it will yield the tightest weight system. If. because o[ manufacturing
limitations, such as curving of honeycomb panels, a 1/4-in. instead of 3/16-in. material
is required, the highest value of It lb sq ft for the l:4-in, material at the given stroke
should be used for the lightest configuration.
10.3 DESIGNING FOR ANGULAR Ill, PACT
Figure 10-3 is a curve of Specilic Energy Absorption versus Angle of Impact. This
curve was estimated from Figure 8-5 and is the best approximation available from tests
results for use in designing landing systems which are fabricated from 3/16 inch cell,
11 lb/cu-ft density, phenolic resin honeycomb. While a few test specimens fell outside
the limits o; these curves, it is felt that these causes, which are known, can and will be
corrected in future specimen designs.
10. 4 TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT
Using Figure 10-4. it is possible to determine the total weight of an energy absorbing
system required for a given weight vehicle and a given impact velocity. No further de-
tails of the system must be known to use the graph. The indicated spread of weights
required, for a given impact velocity, is based upon two values of specific energy. In
preparing this graph an additional factor of five has been used to account for the additional
material required because the point of impact on the vehicle is not exactly defined and the
energy absorbing material must therefore be "wrapped around" the lander. Thus, only a
f._f_nn Of the material, a nnrnYim_t_lv )A% _n h_ aff_r*ti,,a l'f a "$"" ¢r,_-'_l a_{a_+,_*_a_
system is used, this fraction can be increased and the factor of five decreased_ since
normal factors of safety and material efficiency have already been included. All things
considered, this graph is considered to be a realistic, slightly conservative estimate of
total energy absorbing system weight.
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APPENDIX A. ORIGINAL CALCULATIONS
Copies of the _)riginal calculation sheets are presented in this Appendix.
following topics:
Figure A-1. Planimeter Interpretation of static test data.
Figure A-2. Crushing stress corrections for static test data.
They cover the
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Figure A-2. Crushing Stress Corrections For Static Test Data.
AF'PENDIX B. TEST SPECIMENS i
The Figures m this Appendix ,_how the test specimens used fox" static testing after crushing.
Figure B-1 shows the specimens from the optimum density tests. Figures 1 through 10
show the angular test speclmen_: after crusbi,:g before they were removed from the testing
machine,
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APPENDIX C. DYNAMIC IMPACT TESTS
7orce-stroke curves obtained by double integration of the accelerometer
traces are shown in Figures C-lthrough C-8. Figures C-9 through C-42
ire copies of experimental data covering the dynamic impact tests. Photo-
graphs of the accelerometer trace and the specimen after impact for each
test are presented on the same page for easy reference.
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Figure C-18. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specimen After Impact (AD-10-45-a) 
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Figure C-19. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
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Figure C-20. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and
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Figure C-22. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Spci tnen  After Impact (AD-10-90-a) 
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Figure C-24. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specimen After Impact (AD-10-90-c) 
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Figure C-25. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specimen After Impact (AD- 20- 0-a) 
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Figure C-26. hrcclerometcr Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
S pe I’ 1 111 en After Impact (AD - 2 0- 0- b) 
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Figure C-27. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specimen After Impact (AD-20-0-c) 
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Figure C-28. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specimen After Impact (AD-20-45-a) 
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Figure C-29. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
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Figure C-31. Accelerometer Rem rd (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specimen After Irnpac t (AD- 2 0-9 0-a) 
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Figure C-33. Accelerometer Record (Stathani A5-500-350) and 
Specimen After Impact (AD-20-904)  
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Figure C-34. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specinien After Impact (AD- 30-0-a) 
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Figure (2-35. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specinmi After Impact (AD-30-0-b) 
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F i p r e  C-37. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specimen After Impact (AD-30-45-a) 
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Figure C-38. Acceleronieter Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specimen After Impact (AD-30-45-b) 
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Figure C-41. Accelerometer Record (Statham A5-500-350) and 
Specimen After Impact (AD-30-90-b) 
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APPENDIX D. STATIC TEST LOAD-DEFLECTION DIAGRAMS
Included m this secli_m are unretouched reproductions _)1 the, l_ad-d(:llection dia,_rams
(Figures D-1 Io D-30) as recorded on the Instron Testing :V:achine.
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Figure D-36.
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.APPENDIX E
CURVED SPECIMENS
APPENDIX E. CURVED SPECIMENS 
Figure E-1 in this Appendix shows the successfully curved honeycomb specimens manu- 
factured under this contract. 
1'. 
I .  Figure E-1. Curved Specimens 
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